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In Resolution 17/4 of July 6th 2011, the United Nations Human Right Council (HRC) endorsed the Guiding
Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations “Protect, Respect and Remedy”
Frameworki and established a working group and annual forum on business and human rights. In making
this submission, the Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB) acknowledges the role of the
Government of India in co-sponsoring resolution 17/4, previous resolutions in relation to human rights and
business and in hosting the former Special Representative’s visit to India in February 2009.
This submission, made in relation to India’s Universal Periodic Review (UPR), seeks to encourage
constructive dialogue at the HRC concerning the Government of India’s implementation of the UN Guiding
Principles in relation to the State duty to protect all human rights from abuses by, or involving,
transnational corporations or other business enterprises, and the need to provide access to remedy. The
submission is organised as follows:





Part I: Status of international human rights commitments
Part II: India’s state duty to protect
Part III: Access to remedy and protection of human rights defenders
Part IV: Recommendations

PART I: STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITMENTS
The Government of India has ratified most international human rights instruments. However, these
commitments often come with reservations (such as the stance of progressive realization with respect to
the Convention on the Rights of the Child with regards child labour). India has not ratified a number of
conventions relevant to human rights and business such as the International Convention on the Rights of all
Migrant Workers and their Familiesii, the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Elimination of all
forms of Discrimination Against Women, and the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishmentiii. India is not a party to the Rome Statute for the International
Criminal Court. India has not ratified ILO Core Conventions on the worst forms of child labour (No. 182),
minimum age (No.138), freedom of association and protection of the right to organize (No. 87) and the
right to organize and collective bargaining (No. 98).
PART II: INDIA’S STATE DUTY TO PROTECT
Enactment and enforcement of existing laws
As reflected in India’s first UPR in 2008, the Government has enacted a number of laws consistent with its
international human rights commitments. Many of these relate directly to human rights and business
concerns such as the Protection of Women against Sexual Harassment in the Workplace Act 2003, Right to
Information Act 2005, and Forest Rights Act 2006. A major issue of concern, however, is the weak
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enforcement of legislation, varied application of existing laws and inconsistency of laws with international
standards.
Despite 50-years of legislation regarding occupational health and safetyiv, the ILO estimates that 400,000
people die every year in India due to work-related problems in the formal economy (10% of India’s
workforce)v. According to the UN Commodities trade statistics database, India is the largest importer of
asbestos in the world and in 2011, the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) received a complaint
claiming 50,000 die of exposure to asbestos every yearvi. Hazardous disposal and recycling of e-waste is also
a growing concern in India, addressed by the UN Special Rapporteur on Toxic Waste during his 2010 visit to
Indiavii.
Since 2009, the US Department of Labor has released a list of products from various countries that it
believes are made using child and forced labour. The 2009 and 2010 documents listed several products
from India - including bricks, cottonseed, garments and carpetsviii. Despite many commendable programs to
end child labourix and several laws (including the Child Labour Abolition and Rehabilitation Act 2006, the
Mines Act 1952 and the Juvenile Justice of Children Act, 2000) the 2001 census data put the number of
child workers in India at 12.6 millionx whilst many note NGO estimates of between 55 and 115 millionxi. It is
expected that with the landmark Right to Compulsory Education Act 2009, further steps to ensure that
children go to school will be taken, and greater effort to recognize and enforce laws related to child labour
will become apparent.
India also has a number of laws and policies related to bonded labour, notably the Bonded Labour System
(Abolition) Act 1976. The Government’s rehabilitation schemes for freed bonded laborers are welcome
initiatives. However, in September 2011, the NHRC reported 1,300 cases of human rights violations
pertaining to bonded labour, and that 40% of the 2,800 bonded labour cases reported to the commission
are yet to be solved. Justice B C Patel said “Police, Sub Divisional Magistrate, Collectors and employers have
joined hands with the mafia indulging in bonded labour. The mindset of government officers and
bureaucrats must change”.xii
Scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, women and children continue to be most impacted because of
inadequate enforcement of existing laws. For example, despite the Manual Scavengers and Construction
Act 1993, an estimated 1.3 million Dalits work for both public and private employers as manual scavengers
(a term used to describe the job of removing human excrement from dry toilets and sewers using basic
tools) xiii.
Corporate lawxiv, guidance to business, and reporting
In July 2011, the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) released National Voluntary Guidelines on Social,
Environmental and Economic Responsibilities of Businessxv. The MCA should be commended for including
Principle 5, “Businesses should respect and promote human rights”, and “takes into account the Corporate
Responsibility to Respect Human Rights as referred in the United Nations Protect, Respect, Remedy
Framework”. There are areas of concern with the guidelines, however. First, a voluntary guideline regarding
non-use of child labour and bonder labour is inconsistent with international and national standards. These
are matters of compliance. Secondly, as Indian multinationals invest globally, the Government should take
steps to ensure that these businesses respect human rights at home and abroad. The Guidelines are silent
on this.
With regards mandatory reporting and Corporate Social Responsibility activities, future plans should align
with the UN Guiding Principles and the rapid convergence of international corporate responsibilityxvi
standards by focusing on addressing core business impacts including through human rights due diligence by
companies. Adverse human rights impacts cannot be offset by corporate "Profit After Tax" philanthropic
contributions.
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State-business nexus and policy coherence
The relations between the state and businesses have a bearing on human rights in many areas.
Furthermore, government policies in a range of areas (e.g. trade, investment and national security) can also
shape business practices in ways that impact human rights. With this in mind, this section addresses five
areas of concern.
Corruption and Transparency: Prevalence of corruption interferes with the realization of human rights in
many forms and undermines the credibility of governments to hold economic actors to account. India is
ranked 87th on the Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Indexxvii. Corruption in major projects
diverts resources that could be deployed for the realization of human rights, and at the local level,
adversely affects the poor disproportionately, because those who are better off are able to secure state
services for themselves through corrupt means.
India’s Right to Information Act 2005 is a critical tool in fighting corruption, and in seeking transparency and
accountability regarding the human rights impacts of business. Section 2 states that the application of the
Act “includes any body owned, controlled or substantially financed by the government”xviii covering Stateowned enterprises for example. For private entities, non-competitive information can be acquired through
the relevant state agencies e.g. for telecommunications firms through the Telecom Regulatory Authority of
India and for banks through the Reserve Bank of India. This means state-business contracts (such as mining
concessions) are included under the Act, which has enabled business and human rights cases to be brought
to the Indian courtsxix.
Privatisation: Unless properly regulated, privatization of public services can result in reduced human rights
protection. For example, as reported by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Health following his visit
to India in 2007, “There are some existing accountability mechanisms in relation to the private health
sector. Under the Consumer Protection Act (1986), for example, courts may receive claims of medical
negligence and award compensation to aggrieved individuals and families…The lack of significant progress
towards establishing an appropriate, effective regulatory framework for the private health sector places
the Government of India in breach of its right to health responsibilities”xx. The Government should establish
an effective regulatory framework that oversees the delivery systems of India’s private and state healthcare
infrastructure. When privatising other public services (including water, telecoms and electricity), the
government should do likewise.
Land acquisition and concession agreements: Access to land has led to significant conflict between
communities, armed groups, state security forces, and businesses in many parts of India. Businesses have
legitimate need to use land, but parcels of land are being acquired by the private sector, or on its behalf by
the Government, in ways that have led to human rights abuses. There have been high-profile cases of
protests against companies signing memoranda of understanding and concession agreements with state
governments without proper consultation with affected communities. Some disputes have turned violentxxi.
The Government of India should ensure that its economic development plans and contracts with
corporations are consistent with its human rights commitments and do not undermine the rights of
vulnerable and marginalized groups.
On a positive note, the Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest
Rights) Act 2006 grants legal recognition to the rights of traditional forest dwellersxxii, many from India’s
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes communities. Section 4 of the Act states that during land acquisition
processes “the free informed consent of the Gram Sabhas in the area concerned to the proposed
resettlement and to the package provided should be obtained in writing”. The Government’s position in
standing by the report of the Saxena Committee concerning mining of bauxite by the Vedanta group in the
Niyamgiri hills of Orissa is a welcome developmentxxiii. The same position should be applied to future
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concession agreements.
The Indian Parliament will shortly consider the Land Acquisition Bill 2011 that aims to clarify the definition
of public purpose, scope of affected people, consultation processes and resettlement/rehabilitation
arrangements. All efforts should be taken – consistent with the 2007 comment on ILO Convention 107 to
India from the CERD committeexxiv - to ensure the 2011 Bill does not result in diluting the rights conferred
by the Forest Rights Act.xxv
The Ministry of Mines is currently debating the Mines and Mineral (Development and Regulation) Bill 2011
that includes a Sustainable Development Framework (SDF)xxvi seeking to address rehabilitation,
development and profit sharing for communities. However, it is silent on certain material human rights
issues such as the use of security forces and effective access to remedy, and it is unclear if the Government
will have the power to ensure that local authorities enforce the SDF in contracts with business.
Security and Surveillance: Armed opposition groups, domestic and international, have attacked Indian
cities, leading to many civilian casualties. The Indian Government has the obligation to protect civilian lives
and in pursuit of that objective it can require lawful intercepts, duly approved by courts, against suspected
extreme groups. Since the attacks in Mumbai in November 2008, the Indian Government has demanded
telecom and Internet service providers (ISPs) reveal confidential, encrypted data. A number of laws are in
place and under discussion that grant the telecom authority sweeping powers that can chill freedom of
expression, privacy and political participationxxvii. The Government should balance security related
obligations with these human rights when licensing/cooperating with telecommunication companies and
ISPs.
Attracting investment: In its 2011 reportxxviii to the World Trade Organisation, the International Trade Union
Confederation raised concerns about labour practices in Export Processing Zones (EPZs) in India quoting an
“excessive 45-day strike notice period” and efforts by local governments to exempt EPZs from application
of labour laws. When seeking to attract investment, the Government of India should ensure that the
human rights of workers are not negotiated down or away.
Supporting business respect for human rights in conflict-affected areas overseas
A significant number of private and state-owned Indian companies currently operate in high-risk zones
outside India. For example, Indian oil and gas companies are operating in South Sudan and Myanmar; steel
companies are competing for contracts in Afghanistan, diamond companies are sourcing from Zimbabwe,
and mining, telecommunications and power companies operate in the Democratic Republic of Congo. The
Government should ensure its policies and actions are consistent with the “State Duty to Protect” and the
“Corporate Responsibility to Respect”, as contained in the UN Guiding Principles. Indian companies should
be made aware of the liability risks when operating in conflict zonesxxix.
PART III: ACCESS TO REMEDY AND PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS
In 1993 (as part of the Protection of Human Rights Act), the Government of India established the National
Human Rights Commission (NHRC)xxx. Though the NHRC is not expressly entrusted with the task of dealing
with corporate human rights abuses, it has intervened on some issues relevant to business and human
rights. Since 1997, India’s Supreme Court has vested responsibility for monitoring the implementation of
the Bonded Labour (Abolition) Act 1976 to the NHRC. Furthermore, the NHRC may inquire into corporate
human rights abuses on the request of the court, and take up cases suo moto as it has recently done in
recommending compensation for gem polishers suffering from silicosisxxxi. The NHRC does not have explicit
powers to deal with business-related grievances – an issue that the UN Special Representative on Business
and Human Rights recommended be addressed during his mandate, including referencing India’s NHRCxxxii.
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The safety and security of all human rights defenders is a matter of particular importance. In recent years,
for example, activists and human rights defenders who have challenged current economic policies, have
been attacked, allegedly in some cases by Government supported actors. In the statement concluding her
visit to India in January 2011, the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights Defenders noted
that “In the context of India’s economic policies, defenders engaged in denouncing development projects
that threaten or destroy the land, natural resources and livelihood of their community or of other
communities, have been targeted by State agents and private actors, and are particularly vulnerable”xxxiii.
Numerous reportsxxxiv support this concern and in 2011, Amnesty International concurred with these
findingsxxxv. The Government must prevent such abuses and ensure access to effective remedies for victims.
Finally, the Indian judiciary has been rightly praised for its interpretations that have protected the rights of
the poor and its support of public interest litigation that has been used to address human rights and
business issues.xxxvi
PART IV: RECOMMENDATIONS
The Government of India should:











Ratify the International Convention on the Rights of all Migrant Workers and their Families and the
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishmentxxxvii as
well as ILO Core Conventions 182, 138, 87 and 98.
Remove reservations to the Convention on the Rights of the Child in keeping with the changed legal
situation in India due to the Right to Compulsory Education Act 2009 which makes laws and practices
that keep children out of school illegal and unconstitutional.
Enforce existing laws regarding child labour, bonded labour, health and safety and non-discrimination,
and increase the number of labour inspectors.
Continue promotion of responsible business through the Ministry of Corporate Affairs whilst ensuring
that the definition of CSR is based firmly on core business impact and fully incorporates the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.
Amend the Right to Information Act to enshrine the principle that information regarding the social and
environmental impact of private actors can be obtained on grounds of public interest, and reduce
barriers to applications regarding state-business contracts related to land acquisition.
Build on the rights of Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes set out in the Forest Rights Act in the
upcoming land acquisition bill.
Ensure protection of, and respect for, human rights in concession agreements and state-business
contracts in all sectors and commit to review contracts using the Principles for Responsible
Contractingxxxviii developed by the former UN Special Representative on Business and Human Rights.
Ensure policies and actions for trade and commerce in conflict-affected areas are consistent with the
UN Guiding Principles and ensure companies are made aware of liability risks when operating in
conflict zones.
Amend the Human Rights Protection Act 1993 to enable the National Human Rights Commission to
address business-related human rights grievances.
Ensure the protection of human rights defenders who are working to address human rights abuses by,
or involving, corporations including fully investigating claims of intimidation, illegal detention, physical
abuse and murder.

The Institute for Human Rights and Business (www.ihrb.org) was established in 2009 to provide a trusted, impartial space for
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dialogue and independent analysis to deepen understanding of human rights challenges and the appropriate roles and
responsibilities of business.
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